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This invention relates to a dryer for fabrics and has 
for an object to provide an improved, simplified control 
mechanism for a dryer of this kind. - . 
A further object of the invention, is to provide an 

improved nechanism for controlling the period of opera 
tion of a dryer as well as the amount of heat utilized for the drying cperation. 
A siiii further object of this invention is to provide a 

single adjusting means for varying the duration of the 
period of operation of a dryer and the rate of energiza 
tion of the heaters thereof. - 

in practicing the invention, an improved control mech 
anism is provided for a dryer having motor-driven means 
for turnbling the fabrics and circulating air thereover and 
a heater for said air energizable at low and high rates. 
Preferably, the heater is energized selectively from high 
and low voltage sources such as an Edison three-wire, 
single phase circuit. Accordingly, when drying fabrics 
capable of being dried at relatively high temperature, 
the heater may be energized at the higher voltage and, 
when fabrics which must be dried at relatively low tem 
perature are being treated, the heater is energized at lower voltage. 
The control includes switching means for energizing and 

deenergizing the motor driven means and a pair of switches 
respectively connected to the high and low voltage elec 
trical sources for controlling energization of the heater. 
The switching means and said switches are actuated by a 
cam driven by a conventional timing inotor, the latter 
being preferably under control of the switching means 
for the motor driven means. The cam is manually mov 
able from an inactive station, in which the switching means 
and said pair of heater switches are open, into first and 
second selective, active ranges of movement. In the first 
range, one of the switches is closed for energizing the 
heater from the higher voltage source and, in the second 
range, the other switch is closed for energizing the heater 
from the iower voltage source. The switching means is 
closed in both ranges so that the motor driven means is 
energized for tumbling, the fabrics and circulation of air. 
Since the timer motor is controlled by the Switching means, 
it is operated to drive the cam-through the range of 
movement into: which it has been adjusted, to the inac 
tive station of the cata, where the Switching means and 
the pair cf: heater switches are opened. The period of 
time that the timer operates depends upon the amount 
the can is manually-moved into 
11:ovement..thereof, 
These and other objects are effected by the invention 

as will be apparent from the following description and 
claims taken in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings, forming a part of this application, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a transverse sectional view taken through one 
form of dryer controlled in accordance with the inven 
tion; and . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 2 is a diagram of the electrica 
tween the electrical translating devic 
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2 
a control constructed and arranged in accordance with this 
invention. 

Reference will now be had to Fig. 1 of the drawing, 
wherein the invention is disclosed applied to a clothes 
dryer of the domestic type and generally of conven 
tional construction. This type of dryer usually includes 
a casing structure 10 having a generally cylindrical baffle 
ii arranged therein and enciosing a drying chamber 2. 
The drying chamber 2 is provided with an air inlet 
duct 13 for conveying heated air to the chamber 2 and 
an air discharge duct 4 for conveying vitiated moist air 
therefrom. A generally cylindrical basket 15 is arranged 
within the drying chamber 2 and mounted for rotation 
about a horizontal axis, it will be understood that the 
cylindrical side wall of the basket is perforate substan 
tially throughout its extent for the passage of air trans 
lated from the air inlet duct 53 through the basket 55 
to the discharge duct 4. The basket i5 is, preferably, 
provided with a plurality of radially inwardly extending 
vanes 6 for tumbling the fabrics during the drying op 
eration. The casing 19 and basket 5 have conventional 
registering openings (not shown) formed therein for pro 
viding access to the interior of the basket 15. 
The basket is suitably journaled in the casing 9 for 

rotation about a horizontal axis and is driven by a sheave 
7 belted, as shown at 18, to an electric motor 9 sup 

ported by the bottom of the casing it. The motor 19 
also functions to drive a blower runner 2i arranged within 
a blower housing 22. The latter is provided with an air 
iniet opening 23 communicating with the space within 
the casing i0, which space receives air from the surround 
ing atmosphere through openings 24 formed in the casing 
side wail. The blower. housing 22 discharges into a gen 
erally horizontal duct. 25 within which an electric heater 
26 of suitable construction is disposed for heating the 
air discharged by the blower runner 21. The heated air 
passes through the duct 3 to the drying chamber 2 
and thence to the interior of the basket i5 for contacting 
the tumbling fabrics and the vaporization of water therein. 
The vitiated air and the water vapor absorbed thereby 
pass to the discharge duct 14. 

In the operation of the dryer as set forth above, the 
heater is energized at a relatively high rate when dry 
ing fabrics which are capable of being dried at relatively 
high temperatures. Conversely, when treating synthetic 
fabrics and others which must be dried at relatively low 
temperature, the heater is energized at a low rate. The 
high and low rates of energization of the heater are 
effected by connecting the heater to high and low volt 
age electrical sources. Preferably, the heater is con 
nectible to multiple voltages of an Edison three-wire, 
single-phase circuit in order to provide the high and 
low rates of energization. The duration of the drying 
period is also variable in order to vary the amount of 
water remaining in the fabrics after treatment. 
operation is carried out by a timer constructed and ar 
ranged in accordance with the invention and having pro 
vision for controlling the rate of energization of the 

The timer, therefore, may, upon a single manual 
adjustment thereof, control the duration of the drying 
period and the rate of energization of the heating means. 
The control and timer for the dryer will now be described. 
The source of energy for the motor 19 and the heater 

26 is represented by a three-wire, single-phase circuit 
having main conductors Li and L2 and a neutral con 
ductor N (Fig. 2). It is understood that the potential 
between either main conductors L1 or L2 and the neutral 
is 115 volts and the potential across conductors L and La 
is 230 volts. The motor 19 is disclosed as a split phase 
motor having a running winding 28- and a starting wind 
ing 29, the latter being controlled by a conventional 
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centrifugal switch 31. As is understood, switch 31 is 
closed at all times that the motor speed is below a prede 
termined value. 
The timer which is constructed in accordance with the 

invention is generally shown at 32 and includes a motor 
33 of the type commonly used in clocks. The motor 33 
drives a camshaft 34 at a low speed of, for example, one 
revolution in four (4) hours. Usually, a reduction gear 
mechanism (not shown) is interposed between the motor 
33 and shaft 34. The shaft 34 carries a cam 35 for oper 
ating switches, referred to later, and a knob 36 by wiich 
the timer 32 may be manually set to carry out variable 
periods of operation and different rates of energization of 
the heater 26. As shown, the knob 36 is movable to two 
inactive or “off” positions, wherein the dryer is entirely 
deenergized. 
The cam 35 actuates a pair of switch structures, one of 

which includes resiliently supported contacts 37, 38 and 
39 and the other of which includes the resiliently sup 
ported contacts 41 and 42. The recited contacts are car 
ried by respective leaf springs, as is well understood, 
and the contact 37 is actuated by a cam follower 43 
riding upon the can 35. The contact 41 is actuated by 
a follower 44 also riding upon the cam. The cam 35 
is provided with a pair of depressed portions 45 and 46 
in which the followers 43 and 44 rest in the “off” or in 
active positions of the cam. The cam includes a lobe 47 
of maximum radial height and a pair of lobes 48 and 49 of 
lesser radial height. The arrangement is such that, when 
the follower 43 rides upon the lobe 47, the contact 37 is 
forced into engagement with contact 38, and the latter is 
forced into engagement with contact 39. Accordingly, 
contacts 37, 38 and 39 are electrically connected. When 
the follower 43 engages lobes 48 or 49, the contacts 37 
and 38 are engaged, while contacts 38 and 39 are dis 
engaged. The contacts 4 and 42 are engaged only 
when the follower 44 rides upon the lobe 47 and are dis 
engaged at other times. 
The timer knob 36 may be provided with indicia 

cooperating with a fixed mark or pointer 51. The in 
dicia is divided into first and second groups indicated at 
A and B, respectively, with intervening “off” or inactive 
positions. The indicia 10 to 60, inclusive, in group A 
indicate minutes of operation, and the index "Dry" is 
employed when complete drying of the fabrics for im 
mediate storage is desired. The indicia 10 to 100, in 
clusive, in the range b indicate minutes of dryer opera 
tion. As set forth hereinafter, fast drying at maximum 
heat is carried out in the range A while slower drying at 
reduced heat is effected with the timer set in its range 
B. Preferably, the ranges “A” and “B” of the knob. 36 
are provided, respectively, with designations "High' and 
"Low" which, when read with pointer 5, indicate the 
rate of heating and drying being carried out. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the line conductor L is directly 

connected to contact 38 and the contact 39 is directly con 
nected to one terminal of the heater 26. The other termi 
nal of heater 26 is connected to line conductor L through 
the contacts of a relay 53 having an operating coil 54. 
The neutral conductor N is connected directly to con 
tact 4 and the contact 42 is connected by a conductor 
55 to the heater 26. As set forth more in detail herein 
after, the contacts 38 and 39 are closed, with the timer 
adjusted into its active range A, so that the heater 26 is 
energized at maximum voltage for maximum heat. When 

: the timer is adjusted into its active range B, the contacts 
41 and 42 are engaged and contacts 38 and 39 are disen 
gaged so that the heater is connected to line conductor 
I-2 and the neutral N. Accordingly, the heater is encr 
gized at lower voltage for reduced heat. The conductor 
55 is shown connected to an intermediate portion of the 
heater 26, although it may connect with the terminal 
thereof which is connected to contact 39. The point of 
the heater 26 to which the conductor 55 is connected 
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determines the wattage of the heater when energized at 
the low voltage, all of which is well understood. 
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In order to prevent overheating of the fabrics when 
complete or "bone' drying is carried out, a thermostat 56 
having fixed contacts 57 and 57a and a bridging contact 
58 is employed. This thermostat 56 is manually closed 
or opened in any suitable manner as by a handle 59 di 
agrammatically shown in Fig. 1. It will be further un 
derstood that the thermostat 56 is thermostatically opened 
in response to a temperature within the drying chamber 
32 obtaining when the clothes are completely dry. The 
thermostat 56 does not close automatically upon drop 
in temperature but must be manually closed. Since 
thermostats of this kind are well understood in the art, 
further description of the thermostat 56 is deemed un 
necessary. It is set forth, however, that this thermostat 
56 is arranged to reflect the temperature of a portion of 
the drying chamber that closely follows the temperature 
of the fabrics being treated. 
As shown, one fixed contact 57 of the thermostat 56 

is directly connected to the contact 37, while the other 
fixed contact 57a is connected to one terminal of relay 
coil 54. The opposite terminal of the relay coil 54 is 
connected to a terminal of the starting winding 29 of the 
motor 19. It will be apparent that, when the contacts 
37 and 38 are engaged and the contacts 57 and 57a of 
thermostat 56 are bridged by member 58, the relay coil 
is energized in series with the motor starting winding 29 
across line conductor L1 and neutral N. From this de 
scription, it will be seen that when the centrifugal start 
ing switch 31 of the motor 19 is closed because of an 
abnormally low speed or stoppage of the motor 19, the 
coil 54 is shunted by the switch 31 through a conductor 
61, bridge 58 and the contact 57a, so that the relay 53 
opens, deenergizing the main heater 26. Since the motor 
windings 28 and 29 are energized through the bridge 58 
of thermostat 56 and conductor 61, the motor 19 is con 
trolled by the thermostat 56, except as noted hereinafter. 

In order to assure continued operation of motor 19 
and the circulation of cooling air after the heater 26, is 
deenergized by opening of thermostat 56, another thermo 
stat 62 is employed for the control of motor 19. This 
thermostat 62 is subjected to the heated air and is pref 
erably arranged in the duct 13 on the downstream side of 
the heater 26. The thermostat closes at a temperature 
of, for example, 150 F. and opens at a lower tempera 
ture of, for example, 130 F. The thermostat 62 is con 
nected in shunt with the contact 57 and bridge 58 of 
thermostat 56, so that continued operation of the motor 
19 and circulation of cool air are carried out for a period 
of time after the thermostat 56 opens or until the thermo 
stat 62 is cooled to its opening temperature. The use 
of a thermostat of the type shown at 62 is old in the art 
and need not further be described. 

In operating the dryer for the drying of a full load of 
fabrics which may be dried at relatively high temperature, 
the timer knob is rotated into the active range A after 
the load of damp fabrics is deposited in the basket. If 
complete drying is required, the knob is actuated to the 
"Dry" setting and the thermostat 56 is manually actuated 
by the button or handle 59 to engage bridge 58 with the 
contacts 57 and 57a. As described, the contacts 37, 38 
and 39 are electrically connected as the follower 43 
now rides on lobe 47. Contacts 41 and 42 remain disen 
gaged, as described, because follower 44 now rides on 
lobe 49. Accordingly, the main motor windings 28 and 
29 are energized by a circuit including line L.1, contacts 
38 and 37, contact 57, bridge 58, conductor 61, windings 
28 and 29 and neutral N. The relay coil 54 is energized 
in series with starting winding 29 as soon as the motor 
starting switch is opened during acceleration of the motor 
as described heretofore. Accordingly, the motor 19 op 
erates to tumble the fabrics in the rotating drum 15 and 
to drive the blower for the translation of air to the dry 
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ing chamber 12. The air is heated by the heater 26 which 
is now energized at high rate by line conductors L1 and 
L2, it being under that contacts 38 and 39 are engaged 
and relay 53 is closed. 
As the circulated air becomes hotter, the temperature 

of the thermostat 62 increases to its closing value, so that 
this thermostat closes the shunt circuit across contact 57 
and bridge 58. This is of no moment at present, as con 
tact 57 and bridge 58 are engaged, as described. At this 
time, the major portion of the energy dissipated by the 
heater is converted to latent heat of vaporization in the 
drying chamber 2 because of the copious quantity of Wal 
ter in the fabrics. Accordingly, the temperature in the 
chamber 12 is relatively low. As the fabrics become 
dried, the temperature in the chamber increases as more 
of the energy dissipated by the heater is converted to sen 
sible heat and less to latent heat. When the fabrics are 
completely dry, the temperature in chamber 12 will have 
increased to the value at which thermostat 56 disengages 
the bridge 58 from contacts 57 and 57a. The disengage 
ment of bridge 53 and contact 57a deenergizes relay 53 
so that the heater 26 is deenergized. 

Circulation of cool air continues because the motor 
is energized by the shunt circuit provided by thermostat 
62 and connecting the disengaged contact 57 and bridge 
58. The circulation of cool air continues until thermo 
stat 62 is reduced in temperature to its opening value of 
about 130 F. At this time, the circuit to the motor 19 
is opened and the latter stops. The timer motor 33, be 
ing connected directly in parallel with main motor 19, 
operates only at Such times that the main motor oper 

Accordingly, the cam 35 is slowly advanced, clock 
wise, during the drying operation just described, and is 
stopped upon deemergization of the timer motor. This 
is usually prior to the returning of the timer cam and 
knob to the “off” position. 

If, instead of complete drying, only partial drying of 
the fabrics is desired, the knob will be advanced to 
the appropriate time index in range “A” which the op 
erator knows by experience is proper for the particular 
load being treated. With this drying program, the timer 
is driven to its “off” position before the thermostat 56 
is heated to its opening temperature. Accordingly, the 
heater 25 is deemergized when the contacts 38-39, open, 
which operation is effected when the follower 43 rides 
off the lobe 437 upon the lobe 48. After about 8 to 10 
minutes of circulation of cooling air, the motor 9 is 
deenergized by the disengagement of contacts 37 and 
38, which operation is effected when the follower 43 
rides off lobe 48 into the depression 46. The amount 
of water left in the fabrics may be varied by properly 
positioning the timer knob. The further the knob is 
advanced, the shorter the period of operation, as in 
dicated by the time indicia, and the greater the amount 
of water remaining in the fabrics. 
The drying of fabrics at relatively low temperature is 

carried out by adjusting the knob 36 into its active range 
B. The position to which the knob is adjusted will be 
known to the operator by experience. Some fabrics 
require greater periods for drying than others and the 
weight of the load must also be given consideration by 
the operator. In drying at reduced temperature and 
wattage, the period of operation is usually that deter 
mined by the operator, because the heat generated is 
usually insufficient to raise the temperature in the cham 
ber 12 to the value at which the thermostat 56 disengages 
the bridge 58 from contacts 57 and 57a. 
the cycle is terminated in most instances by the timer 
returning to the "off’ position and not by the opening 
of thermostat 56 in response to temperature. 
When the timer is positioned in its range B for low 

temperature drying, the follower 43 rides on lobe 49 
So that contacts 37 and 38 are engaged for energization 
of the main motor 19, timer motor 33 and relay coil 
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6 
54 as described. Contacts 38-39 are now disengaged. 
The follower 44 now rides on lobe 47 so that contacts 
41 and 42 are engaged. With relay 53 closed, as de 
scribed, the heater 26 is energized by main conductor 
L and neutral N at relatively low voltage. The watt 
age of the heater at this time will depend upon the 
resistance of the portion of the heater that is active, as 
is well understood. 

During the drying of the fabrics, the timer cam ad 
vances clockwise and, at the end of the preselected peri 
od, the follower 44 first rides off lobe 47 upon lobe 48 
so that contacts 41 and 42 separate for deemergizing 
the heater 26. As described, the motor 9 and timer 
motor 33 continue to operate, the former effecting op 
eration of the blower for the circulation of cooling air 
through the basket 15. Operation of both notors is 
terminated when the follower 43 rides off lobe 49 into 
the depression 45 thereby disengaging contacts 37-38. 
During this low temperature drying cycle, the thermostat 
62 may close and subsequently open but this is of no 
moment because, as set forth, the thermostat 56 usually 
remains closed during this cycle. However, it is pointed 
out that, if the thermost at 56 did open during a low 
temperature drying cycle, the cycle of operation would 
terminate in exactly the same manner as described in 
connection with the high temperature drying cycle. 
From the foregoing description, it will be apparent 

that an improved control for a dryer is provided where 
in, by a single adjustment, the duration of the drying 
cycle and the rate of energization of the heater are se 
lected. Accordingly, the operator may readily select 
the amount of water remaining in the load at the con 
clusion of the cycle and the temperature of the air 
utilized for the drying operation. 
While the invention has been shown in but one form, 

it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that it is not 
so limited, but is susceptible of various changes and 
modifications without departing from the spirit thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a dryer, the combination of means defining a 

drying chamber, means for translating air through said 
drying chamber, means for heating the air, a timing 
mechanism controlling operation of the air translating 
means and the air heating means, said timing mecha 
nism being manually adjustable, selectively, from an in 
active station wherein the air translating and air heat 
ing means are deemergized, into first and second active 
ranges of operation, said timing mechanism including 
means for returning it to its inactive station at the con 
clusion of a period of active operation determined by 
the position in the active range to which the timing 
mechanism is adjusted, means responsive to adjustment 
of the timing mechanism into either of its active ranges 
of operation for actuating the air translating means, 
means responsive to adjustment of the timing mechanism 
into its first active range of operation for energizing the 
heating means at a relatively high rate and means re 
Sponsive to adjustment of the timing mechanism into 
its second active range of operation for energizing the 
heating means at relatively low rate. 

2. In a dryer, the combination of means defining a dry 
ing chamber, means for translating air through said drying 
chamber, means for heating the air, sources of relatively 
high and low voltage electricity, a timing mechanism con 
trolling operation of the air translating means and the air 
heating means, said timing mechanism being manually ac 
tuated, selectively, from an inactive station wherein the 
air translating and air heating means are deemergized, into 
first and Second active ranges of operation, means return 
ing the timing mechanism to its inactive station at the con 
clusion of a time period determined by the position to 
which it is adjusted in its ranges of operation, means re 
Sponsive to adjustment of the timing mechanism from its 
inactive station into either of said ranges of operation for 
energizing the air translating means, means for energizing 
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the heating means by said high voltage electrical source 
in response to adjustment of the timing mechanism into its 
first active range of operation, and means for energizing 
the heating means by the low voltage electrical source in 
response to adjustment of the timing mechanism into its 
second active range of operation. 

3. In a dryer, the combination of means defining a 
drying chamber, means for translating air through said 
drying chamber, means for heating the air, sources of 
relatively high and low voltage electricity, a timing mech 
anism including respective switching means controlling 
the heating means and the air translating means, means 
for manually actuating the timing mechanism selectively 
from an inactive station wherein said Switching means is 
open into first and second ranges of movement, means for 
returning the timing mechanism to its inactive station at 
the conclusion of a period of time determined by the posi 
tion to which the timing mechanism is adjusted in one of 
its ranges of movement, means closing the switching means 
for the energization of the air translating means in both 
ranges of movement of the timing mechanism, said Switch 
ing means for the heating means being closed to connect 
the heating means to the relatively high voltage electrical 
source in one range of movement of the timing mechanism 
and to the lower voltage source in the other range of 
movement of the timing mechanism. 

4. In a clothes dryer, the combination of means defin 
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ing a drying chamber, means for translating air through 
said chamber, an electric heater for heating the air, a tim 
ing mechanism controlling energization of the air trans 
lating means and said heater, and high and low voltage 
electrical sources, said timing mechanism including a 
driving motor, a cam rotated thereby, Switching means ac 
tuated by the cam and controlling energization of the air 
translating means and said notor, first and second 
switches controlling energization of the heater and ac 
tuated by the cam, said first and second switches being 
connected, respectively, to said high voltage and low 
voltage electrical sources and means for manually rotat 
ing the cam from an inactive station wherein said switch 
ing means and said first and second switches are open 
into first and second active ranges of movement, said 
switching means being closed in both active ranges of 
movement of the cam, and said first and second switches 
being closed, respectively, in the first and second ranges 
of movement of the cam and open at other times. 
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